Pinecone

This pinecone is like a tornado, like an ice cream cone. It sounds crunchy.

This pinecone looks like a castle like a triangle and a nose.

This pinecone looks like a rock, like a heart. On the pinecone inside it looks like a tongue.

This pinecone looks like a triangle like a tongue and a cone and a mountain.

The pinecone looks like a nose like a castle at the top.
The Poncón
This popcorn is like
a torn paper cone, crunchy
and sweet like a ice cream cone.
It sounds crunchy.
This bacon looks like a castle and a triangle.

Note: The text appears to be a child's handwriting, possibly stating that the bacon looks like a castle and a triangle.
This poncon looks like a rock
like a heart
onto the poncon
instead it looks like a young tongue
| this pon con w looks like a tag' u triangle like a coney and like a mophine |
|------------------|------------------|------------------|
|                  |                  |                  |
|                  |                  |                  |
|                  |                  |                  |
|                  |                  |                  |
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this looks like a nose

cherry at the top

castle